We compared three IR algorithms to recommend PEM given diabetic questions, one of which was using a VSM model as the baseline model using scikit-learn 0.18.0 package [1] . The following introduces the other two algorithms.
One is topic modeling-based matching model (TMB), inspired by Kandula S et al [2] where they proposed the use of topic modeling for recommending PEM to patients based on their clinic notes. After applying LDA topic modeling in the PEM corpus, we obtain the distribution of , for each pair of word and topic and the distribution of , for each pair of topic and document .
Similar to Kandula S et al [2] , given a question , we compute:
, is the number of occurrences of in , | | is the number of words included in q, and | | is the cardinality of the set of questions , and is the number of questions in that contain . Observing most questions seeking specific types of information, such as treatment or diagnosis, we adapt topic modeling-based matching algorithm and propose semantic group-based matching model (SGB) by considering each semantic group as a topic in PEM corpus. Here, the probabilities are computed using the following equations:
